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The Ongoing War:
The invasion of Ukraine remains ongoing and has reached 100 days with the death toll moving above 10K and
possibly more (depending on Ukrainian or Russian numbers). Despite being outmanned, outgunned, and
outdone, the Ukrainian army has kept the Russian advance limited to the eastern region.

With Russia making little progress outside the Donbas region, Kyiv was bombed on the 5th following a near
month long hiatus. An incremental increase in sabre rattling took place at the world stage as the US
announced it would be sending $700M in military aid to Ukraine, which includes missiles that are accurate at
48 miles away. However, the US also clarified the assurance of Ukrainian leadership these rockets would not
be used on Russian soil.
Along with the renewed bombing of Kyiv, Vladmir Putin threatened a wider campaign should the US send
Ukraine long range missiles. Putin also went on to dismiss the $700M as nothing significant and more of the
same from the US. Thus, whatever Mr. Putin defines as long range missiles have and are currently not being
delivered to Ukraine. At the moment, the chance of a wider conflict seems to be contained, but the opaque
decision making and lack of clarity make the situation a day to day risk.
While the price of oil and natural gas continue to rise given the lack of supply coming from Russia, the more
recent threat is wheat. Russia and Ukraine account for nearly a third of the world’s wheat export (largely to
Africa) and could result in incremental demand to India and China. This would strengthen China’s hand on
the global stage and further fan the fears of inflation.
As the war rages on, the end is incredibly hard to determine given the opaque strategy and outcome of the
Russian government. This yields an economic environment where inflation will most likely not abate as
quickly as was expected a few months ago. The higher price at the pump and grocery store will most likely
limit consumer discretionary purchases. Thus, Titan Investments will always seek discounted firms, but those
in retail and other discretionary sectors face a consumer who is most likely tightening the purse strings.
Equity Fundamentals
The S&P 500 is down 13.3% with the technology heavy Nasdaq down 22.8% YTD. This comes despite
earnings growing 9.2% and well ahead of initial expectations of 4.6%. In addition, earnings are expected to
continue to grow, finishing the year at 5.5% growth.
The “panic” that has ensued YTD can also be viewed in the sentiment of the most recent quarter. Companies
that reported positive earnings surprises actually saw their share price decline 0.2% on average compared to
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a historic 0.8% return. Secondly, companies that reported negative earnings surprises saw their share price
fall 5.0% on average compared to a historic decline of 2.3%. Lastly, earning margin has remained steady at
12.8%. Thus, the depreciation that has taken place is the expectation that the US enters a recession on the
back of inflation and higher interest rates limiting business expansion.
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Currently, the S&P 500 trades at 18.1x earnings, not only is this below the historic average, but near the rate
of decline that was seen during the dot.com bust. The dot.com bust saw the S&P peak at 27x before falling
to 15x over the next 2 years. In addition, once that multiple crossed the lower -1 standard deviation it
returned nearly 100% over the next 5 years.
An 18.1x multiple looks discounted from a historic perspective, but could easily be argued has another 10%
decline built in if 2022 shapes up to be like the dot.com bust. However, before jumping to this conclusion the
point of weakness that defined the dot.com bust (Technology and a lack of earnings) needs to be put into
context.
Technology is not a luxury that only the few enjoy on a regular basis. Technology is more relied upon and
interwoven with the daily lives of consumers more than ever. Consider that in 1999 only a quarter of
Americans had internet access. However, nearly 100% of Americans have internet access today with even
developing economies (Africa) having 50% internet access. In addition, Apple’s 1st generation iPhone was
launched in 2007 and saw ~120M smart phones purchased the first year. Today, over 1.5B smart phones are
purchased on an annual basis.
Like consumers, businesses are no different in their IT dependency.
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A shift is taking place in the IT world from on-site data mainframes to off-site cloud applications. This shift is
not only motivating spending, but placing company assets at the mercy of IT. This ongoing spend on IT also
proves true in periods of duress as the panics that ensued from 2008 and especially COVID-19 saw IT
spending dramatically increase.

Profit margins at a macro level have been trending higher and higher as far back as margins have been
measured. Bouts of weakness as seen in the dot.com bust, 2008, and COVID brought the trend line lower,
but an overall linear increase is clearly seen. This increase not only highlights the economy’s strength, but
also the ability for firms to deal with bouts of economic indigestion. This resiliency is incredibly apparent for
Technology:

The blue line highlights the S&P 500 profit margin while the Technology sector (red line) has clearly outpaced.
In fact, the profit margin of the Technology sector has increased 150% since the dot.om bust. Thus, the
Technology sector not only generates above average earnings, but is exponentially in better shape than it
was prior to the turn of the century.
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Between IT shifting from a luxury to a need and the sheer profitability of the industry highlights a
dramatically different picture than the dot.com bust. Higher interest rates are a net negative for the
economy at large, but Technology has the most insulation from this headwind given its need and high
margins. Thus, comparing 2022 to the dot.com bust is shortsighted. Titan Investments sees the bear market
the Nasdaq finds itself in as a opportunity to review the constituents and focus on those firms that are not
only profitable, but offer a need based product/service.
Economic Snapshot:
Delving further into the economy only yields more positive fundamentals:

The labor market continues to show signs of strength as unemployment drifts lower and lower following
COVID. The demand for labor remains robust as JOLTS (job openings) is at an all-time high and one of the
reasons that wages continue to appreciate at 5.0% per annum.
In addition to the health of the labor market, consumer purchases remain robust and stable. Anecdotally, it
should be noted the number of retail sales, cars, and homes are not significantly higher than they were prior
to COVID (and sometimes even less).
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As can be seen the health of employment is resulting in continued stability to purchases in all sectors of the
economy. This provides more strength behind the overall economy and rational for why this is not indicative
of a dot.com bust or 2008 scenario.
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What this does address is the inflation problem that has taken hold over the past 12 months is not a demand
side issue, but a supply side issue.
Inflation & Supply Side Congestion
CPI and PCE currently reside at 8.3% and 4.9%, off their highs, but clearly elevated to recent history. A lot of
fingers have been pointed at elevated housing and car demand, but as the previous graphs indicate, demand
is in line with trends prior to COVID. The underlying reason for the inflation witnessed over the past year is
supply.
Vehicle sales remain below 2019, yet car prices have meaningfully moved higher over the past two years.
This resulting price increase is a mismatch between supply and demand, specifically on the supply side.

Vehicle production fell by ~20% during COVID and is still getting back to pre-pandemic levels.
Housing starts has been more resilient than vehicles, but is still lagging making up for the loss in production
during 2Q20.

Housing starts have largely returned to their linear trend, but the drawdown from March to June 2020, was
not met with a spike in production to make up for the loss. This loss in production coincided with a spike in
demand as consumers looked to move from major metropolitan areas to suburbs given COVID restrictions
and hybrid work schedules.
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Supply lines were beginning to improve at the beginning of 2022, but the war in Ukraine, China COVID
lockdowns, and US port issues have limited this improvement. This is best summed up in Michael Trans
(RBC Capital Markets) research that indicates only 40% of freight ships are arriving on time with 20% stuck at
ports around the world. This congestion is leading to slower delivery, less capacity, and higher fuel
consumption. In addition, all these forces are outside the FOMC’s control.
This leaves the FOMC in a difficult spot as their main lever (manipulating the overnight Fed Funds Rate)
influences demand more so than supply. By raising the overnight interest rate, the FOMC reduces liquidity
(higher debt service) and thereby demand. Thus, the FOMC to its best ability is seeking to match supply and
demand by bringing demand down to supply without causing a recession.
While supply lines remain an issue, demand (especially for housing) is beginning to show signs of abating.
According to Redfin, 19.1% of home sellers dropped their asking price over the past four months, the highest
since October 2019. In addition, Altos Research reported US housing inventory of 344,000, which is 6% more
than this time last year. Thus, on a purchase that usually requires debt for most Americans demand is clearly
coming down. The catalyst of buying a home often yields the incremental purchase of furniture, appliances,
etc. In conclusion, the FOMC seems to be driving demand down and sets the stage for inflation to quell as
long as supply lines do not deteriorate and/or Russia does not escalate its war in Ukraine.
Given all this supply side congestion and the FOMC’s action to disincentive demand, Titan Investments is
reviewing the following and will most likely avoid:




Firms that rely on consumer discretionary spending versus needs based.
Firms that are interest rate sensitive.
Firms that are home purchase sensitive.

Fixed Income Review
Interest rates have clearly moved higher YTD, but have exhibited stability over the past month. The graph
below is not entirely indicative of the future as the FOMC currently has the overnight interest rate at 0.875%,
but many are projecting 2.875% by the end of the year. Assuming interest rates continue to remain stable
indicate a flat yield curve as the year progresses.
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While this takes shape bond investors have felt the harsh reality of higher interest rates given the US
Aggregate is down 9.2% YTD. This decline is largely a reflection of duration (interest rate risk) as corporate
spreads (the difference between the US Treasury and corporations borrowing cost) have only mildly
increased.
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Duration for the US Aggregate remains elevated at 6.5 while the yield has increased to 3.5%. However, the
relation between duration and yield remain to the downside of the investor in a rising rate environment.
Consider the following:
If interest rates rise 100bp (1.00%) the US Aggregate will lose ~6.5% in principal, but make ~3.5% in yield.
Thus, the investor loses ~3.0%. However, during the dot.com bust (2001) duration was 4.5 and the yield
was 5.5%. Even if interest rates rose 100bp in 2001 the investor realized 1.0% (5.5% - 4.5%).
Between higher interest rates and the weakness in the equity market, the bond market is not the safe haven
it once was. This safe haven status is still questionable given the positive correlation with the equity market’s
return and poor risk/reward opportunity stemming from duration.
The goods news stems from the shape of the yield curve. Given the “flattish” trend post the 3YR mark, one
does not have to take the same amount of duration risk as the US Aggregate to realize a similar yield. Titan
Investments is focusing on this short to intermediate space (3-5 years) to significantly reduce duration risk
without compromising the yield.
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One final fixed income asset class Titan will continue to focus in on is bank loans.

Not only are bank loans trading in line with fundamentals, but more importantly offer a floating component
to their structure. In other words, as interest rates rise so do the coupon payments for these bonds. This
may seem like the perfect remedy for this environment, but like most investments comes with a catch.
Bank Loans are not issued by the US Government (considered risk free), but corporations around the US.
Thus, while a higher and higher interest payment is a positive, the credit of the underlying borrower must be
watched and quantified. Bank Loans briefly lost 15% of their bond value at the depths of COVID and this was
a function of fears that borrowers would go bankrupt. Given the main economic risks remain overseas, these
firms are decently insulated, but also why Titan will not simply pile into this type of bond.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.
Respectfully
Kenny Blickenstaff, CFA
Founder, Titan Investment Mgmt. LLC

Source: Bloomberg
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Disclosures:
Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser. Information presented is for educational
purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific
securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated, are not
guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing
any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
Titan Investment Management LLC may discuss and display, charts, graphs, formulas which are not intended
to be used by themselves to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. Such charts
and graphs offer limited information and should not be used on their own to make investment decisions.
Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical
results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets,
but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a backtested model that was designed with the benefit of
hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent
returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a
model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or
may not be testable and are subject to losses.
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.
Specifically, backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors
on the decision making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results
may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity,
and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making
process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are
maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from backtested performance.
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan
Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does
not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and
fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include
the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the
model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan
Investment Management LLC.

